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Initial Question: What are the most preferred forms of employee recognition for Gen Y and Z employees?  
 
Clarified Question: Who really are Gen Yers and what do these people want from their employers? What 
are new and innovative ways of employee recognitions for them? Elaborate on two or three best practices 
in the market.  
 
                    Executive Summary 
Who Are Generation Y? 
Defined as those born between the years 1981 and 2001, students and 20-something graduates today have 
been called Generation Y, Gen Y, Millennials or Generation Why for their inquisitive nature(Chester, 
2002). Following upon the heels of Generation X, these Gen Yers will make up of almost half of the 
country’s workforce by 2020(McArthur, 2009). They display values and attitudes quite distinct from 
those of the preceding generations. Some of the major characteristics that represent Gen Yers include 
adaptability in terms of adopting new technology and accessing information(Zemke,R., Rains, C., & 
Filipczak, B., 2000), flexibility to choose hours and location and to spend time to do what they 
want(Hewlett, Sherbin, & Sumberg, 2009), practicality and thinking in term of “we” rather than “I”(News: 
Employee benefits management newsletter, benefits of 401(k) plans fail to engage many of the new 
“Millennial” workers.2004). Due to such facts, what they wish to gain from their work places and lives 
can vary greatly as well. According to a research, the older generations who are usually in managerial 
positions or above are less likely to embrace recognition initiatives. In fact, the percentage of this group 
who strongly favor them is 41% for boomers and 29% for mature workers. However, 58% of Gen Y want 
pathways to personal growth and want this closely tied to recognition initiatives (Huff, C., 2006). 
Therefore, many experts advise that companies looking to retain Gen Yers will likely have to modify their 
benefit or recognition plans to adapt and appeal to the mindset of these younger professionals(Hewlett et 
al., 2009). 
The Trend in Recognition Program 
In order to motivate and reward Gen Yers appropriately for the contributions they make and further to 
lead the businesses out into the future, many companies as well as human resource consulting firms are 
seeking ways to reinvent the recognition programs. One of the most current trends shown nowadays is the 
use of technology. Recognition apps and various sources of social media abound, and this leads to a flood 
of immediate mobile recognition as employees use their smartphones or tables and use social media that 
supplant traditional reward platforms such as portal programs to acknowledge and praise their 
peers.(Lowenberg, 2011) Also, corporate social responsibility (CSR) is seen as a more comprehensive 
approach to employee recognition. CSR is not just a nice-to-have offering now, but an essential program 
that inspires a connection to people and community, and connects directly to workers’ engagement with 
their employer as an internal motivator.(Palmer, A., 2013) This is true because research shows that 55% 
of Gen Yers are members of external volunteer networks(Hewlett et al., 2009). Another huge trend is 
called gamification. Gamification is the use of game design techniques and mechanics to solve problems 
and engage audience(ABSHIRE, 2013). Effective games allude to a unifying theme or values of the 
company, provide achievable short-term goals, and reinforce behaviors. Employees earn points by posting 
creative new topics for discussion or responding to the posts of others, generating dialogues that keep the 
company’s programs and perspectives fresh and innovative. They also achieve a sense of achievement, 
pride, belonging, and ownership and get rewards for success in return. It is estimated that over 50 percent 
of organizations that manage innovation processes will “gamify” them in the next three years(Savitz & 
Heisler, 2012a). 
Best Practices 
• Kimberly-Clark Professional – KCP, the B2B arm of the Kimberly-Clark Corporation, won the 
Grand Motivation Master Award at Incentive's Fourth Annual Motivation Masters Awards last 
year for their loyalty program called “KCPzone”. They built this website around the participant 
experience and aggressively adopted gamification. A place of engagement that identifies high-
value action, KCPzone provides points-based rewards program with rewards redeemable for a 
reloadable gift card. It created a navigation challenge like a scavenger hunt, by planting icons on 
pages the company wants employees to visit. A voting photo contest that awarded bonus points to 
whoever submitted their pictures with families and friends provided fun and boosted employees’ 
engagement. KCPzone is also a resource center where employees get sell sheets, downloadable 
presentations and all, inducing more frequent visits. Using gamification strategy, KCP created an 
overarching community that is practical and also conducive to employees’ engagement.(Jakobson, 
2013) 
 
• Google – Google is one of the several pioneering companies – others include Goldman Sachs, GE 
and McKinsey & Company – that have shown a different level of engagement strategy and 
leadership by offering two-year deferrals to Gen Yers who are accepted into both their companies 
and Teach for America(News: Employee benefits management newsletter, benefits of 401(k) 
plans fail to engage many of the new “Millennial” workers.2004). Teach for America is the 
national corps of outstanding recent college graduates who commit two years to teach in urban 
and rural public schools. In addition to being able to defer employment, participants in the 
program is paired with a Google mentor, who works with them throughout their teaching 
commitment. (Google) Google’s such forward-thinking strategy not only gives credits to its 
future leaders’ capabilities, it also implies that the company is adapting to the reality that many 
Millennial pursue non-traditional paths to the corporate world and that they want to be socially 
responsible and committed.                              
        
• Hewlett-Packard – HP operates Corporate Administration and Shared Services 
organization(News: Employee benefits management newsletter, benefits of 401(k) plans fail to 
engage many of the new “Millennial” workers.2004), which is a globally dispersed collection of 
six different HP business units. Employees receive weekly e-mails and downloadable desktop 
wallpaper that remind workers to check the CASS Connect website every week for new success 
stories of CASS employees in a wide variety of roles across all levels. In addition, the program 
offers a career-planning checklist and a mentoring-connection function, "learnings". It is no doubt 
that CASS has the highest engagement scores in the company. (Freedman, 2011) 
 
Conclusion 
Some say it is now a “new era of strategic recognition” ("The new era," 2013), in which employees are 
connected to their organization through a program of “planned involvement.” This style of recognition is 
more strategic, aimed at encouraging long-term loyalty from workers. Especially when it comes to Gen 
Yers who seem to be every more demanding and complex, it is pertinent that companies customize their 
retention programs to suit the needs of this generation. The recognition methods mentioned above will be 
transformative forces in helping businesses reach their corporate strategies and objectives. 
Appendix 
Table 1. Share of total hours worked by workers between 15 and 65 years old in the private business 
sector, 2006-2010 – The table shows the shift in the age distribution toward younger ages. The fraction of 
hours worked by those 30 and under increased from 18.0 percent in 2006 to 25.6 percent in 2010, while 
the fraction worked by those over 55 fell from 16.3 percent in 2006 to 13.1 percent in 2010. The 
movement towards a younger age distribution tends to reduce the labor composition index. 
Age 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
15-20 0.6 1.2 2 2.9 4 
21-25 6.3 7.6 8.4 8.9 10 
26-30 11.2 11.4 11.7 11.6 11.6 
31-35 11.3 11.1 11.1 10.9 10.9 
36-40 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.8 11.8 
41-45 12.1 12.2 12.1 12 11.6 
46-50 13.1 13 12.8 12.8 12.7 
51-55 12.4 12 11.9 11.7 11.3 
56-60 9.8 9.4 9 8.7 8.4 
Sourch: http://stats.bls.gov/mfp/mprlabor.pdf  (4th page) www.dol.gov.   
Table 2. The survey was based on interviews with 150 senior executives from the 1,000 largest U.S. 
companies, It asks which is most likely to cause good employees to quit their jobs. 
 
  2009 2004 
Unhappiness with management 35% 23% 
Limited opportunities for advancement 33% 39% 
Lack of recognition 13% 17% 
Inadequate salary and benefits 13% 11% 
Bored with their job 1% 6% 
Other/don't know 5% 4% 
 
Source: Robert Half International 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. Communication and Learning Preferences for Gen X and Gen Y 
 
 
Source: http://www.maritz.com/~/media/Files/MaritzDotCom/Webcasts/Incentives/How-to-Motivate-the-
Next-Generation-of-Sellers-the-Right-Way.ashx 
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